
A Word From

Thanks For Joining Us!
The eMAM team is eternally grateful to have such a
great network of clients and colleagues! We also
want to share our appreciation for everyone who
stopped by any of our convention booths this year.
We’ll be back at it again in 2024- hope to see you
there next year!

eMAM’s latest update with our DaVinci Resolve
integration allows users to transfer projects
and media both into and out of Resolve. Editors
and non-technical users alike can quickly and
easily share content and project files, skipping a
tedious download and ingest process. 
Learn more here. 
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Utilizing Artificial Intelligence

You can now utilize the capabilities of Amazon Rekognition’s automated AI search
features inside  eMAM to make content moderation a breeze. Users can ensure content
compliance across their entire library within minutes utilizing Rekognition’s Moderation
Labels and the eMAM search feature. Learn more here. 

IBC Amsterdam
Resolve Functionality

https://youtu.be/HiH8W3a5iS8
https://youtu.be/aO3ezI0A_IA


New Features & Integrations

Avid Interplay workflows

Delivery with Elemental job templates

AWS Rekognition with content moderation labels

eShare watermarking

Adobe CC 2024 support

Advanced BMD Resolve integration

Improved PR-Resolve workflows

Atempo Miria qualification

New eFeeder with embedded database

Cable Labs delivery configuration

Scheduled workflow execution

Additional S3 storage class support

Instant asset and create proxy workflows

Improved essence/sidecar XMLs with attachments

Option in file versions to attach media to placeholders

www.emamsolutions.com | www.emamcloud.com

Welcome to the 
eMAM Team

We’d like to give a warm welcome to Sonny
Luyun and Barry Nulman- the newest
consultants with the eMAM team! 

Sonny is a support engineer and solutions
consultant. He has extensive workflow and
product experience work with eMAM and other
systems for our customers throughout Asia.

Barry is helping with business development in
the US. He is an industry veteran, with
extensive experience in management and
sales for workflow solutions for studios,
production facilities, and solution providers.

Newest Webinar

Our latest webinar recording is
online! For more in-depth

information on new features and
updates, view our final webinar

of 2023:
 

eMAM Technical Updates 
and Discussion

youtube.com/@emamsolutions

Thank you to everyone who has
attended any of this year’s

webinars. We’ll see you next year!

http://www.emamsolutions.com/
http://www.emamcloud.com/
http://youtube.com/@emamsolutions

